
Learn 6 Tips for Starting a New Career at 50

Description

Starting afresh in your job at any age can be daunting, and as you become older, these concerns
might become even more prevalent. Starting a new career after the age of 50, on the other hand, isn’t
as daunting — or as tough — as you would assume.

The first and most crucial step is to decide what you want to do and how you want to get there. You’ll
also need to consider what you can offer a new company and how you can demonstrate that you’re the
proper fit for the job. We have some pointers to assist you in getting started in your new position.

Decide on what you want to do.
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When shifting careers, it’s critical to examine the lifestyle you want to lead and how your new
employees will help you achieve it. For example, many people prefer new employment at or after the
age of 50 that allows them to have a better work-life balance or that allows them to spend less time
stressed and more time enjoying personal hobbies and interests.

However, before you decide, consider the lifestyle you plan to sustain with that employment. This will
give you a better idea of what you’re looking for in terms of compensation and flexible work alternatives
such as working from home and flexible scheduling.

List Your Qualifications

When shifting careers, it is critical to have transferable abilities. That is why it is critical to compile a
comprehensive list of your top workplace abilities. This should contain anything from computer skills
and specialist knowledge in your current area to communication and listening abilities.

The following stage compares these talents to those required in the new professional field. First,
highlight the talents you already have that will translate to your new career on your career change
resume and cover letters.

Don’t forget to stress technical abilities. While this is an erroneous assumption, many firms are
concerned that job searchers over 50 may lack the necessary technological abilities.

“What job search ageism boils down to is an employer’s fear that a professional will be out of touch,
unwilling to learn new things, or set in their ways.” “Job seekers over 50 must demonstrate that they
are comfortable with technology, that they are comfortable working for managers who are significantly
younger than them, and that their extensive experience will not prevent them from getting in and
getting their hands dirty, so to speak,” says Brie Reynolds, FlexJobs’ Career Development Manager,
and Coach.

Seek Assistance

When it comes to reinventing yourself—and your career—you’ll need the help of friends and family.
Tell them what you want to do and ask for their assistance. For example, they could be able to help
you develop a terrific cover letter tailored to older job searchers, or they might be able to connect you
with contacts that can help you network. It could even be as basic as offering emotional support as you
navigate these new waters and find a job you enjoy.

Consider meeting with a career coach if you need further assistance and advice. Reynolds explains
some of the advantages of meeting with a coach: “Ageism and being an older job seeker are two of the
most popular themes people discuss with FlexJobs career advisors.”

“Coaches can assist job seekers in understanding what they’re already doing effectively and pinpoint
areas for growth to defend against ageism,” she continues. Many people in this position haven’t had to
look for a new job in a long time, and things have changed dramatically.”

Career coaches can assist people in staying current on job search trends and what companies want
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from applicants today. Having your coach as an objective set of eyes to go through your application
papers, LinkedIn profile, and other things, looking for minor tweaks that can make a significant
difference in how an employer perceives you and the initial impression you make, is very beneficial
when it comes to ageism.

Think About Getting More Education

After you’ve updated your resume, go over job postings in your desired professional field to discover
what abilities and experience they’re looking for.

It’s a good idea to brush up on your knowledge if you lack some of the abilities and expertise the
employer seeks in a prospective applicant. That way, when you’re ready to start looking for a career,
you’ll have the qualifications.

“Job seekers over 50 must demonstrate to employers that they are enthusiastic and open to learning
new things, as well as that they consistently engage in self-directed learning.” “Taking a professionally
related class on your own or gaining a new certification might demonstrate to employers that you’re
self-motivated to perform the continual learning that they value,” adds Reynolds.

Reposition Yourself

Job searchers of any age looking for a new professional path should make a concerted effort to
rebrand themselves. This entails upgrading your LinkedIn profile as well as your résumé.

“Small things like having a current LinkedIn profile picture, using a popular email platform like Gmail, or
addressing your cover letter with ‘Dear Team at ABC Company’ rather than ‘Dear Sir or Madam’ can
help employers continue to the important pieces of the resume without getting distracted by age red
flags.”

According to Reynolds, “including a Technology Skills section on the resume that showcases the
programs and platforms you’re familiar with can help show employers you’re comfortable with
technology and learning new things.”

Put it to the Test

It’s not enough to wish to start a new career after 50; you should also give it a shot before committing.
So seek opportunities to try out your new careers, such as a (paid) adult internship or part-time or
flexible work in your new field of interest. That firsthand experience will assist you in determining
whether this job type—and the industry as a whole—is a good fit for you.

Administrative symbol The Best Jobs for People Over 50 Who
Want to Change Careers

While you should undoubtedly choose a new career that appeals to you and even makes use of some
of your past knowledge and talents, some career categories are more suited to older workers than
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others.

Some of the greatest fields for career changers beyond 50 are listed below.

Administrative

Although an administrative position may not appear to be a flexible profession, many remote and
flexible administrative opportunities are available. For example, as a virtual assistant, you can work
from the convenience of your home office (or wherever you like) and just for the clients you select. And
you have complete choice over your schedule, whether you choose to work five or forty hours per
week.

Working in administration does not entail spending all day staring at a filing cabinet. Instead, many
administrative professionals organize trips, coordinate marketing, and social media activities, and even
take on project management responsibilities.

Training & Education

Teachers and trainers communicate information with their students to learn new things. And, while
teaching does an excellent second (or even third) job, the prospect of teaching in a classroom is
unappealing to many people. However, thanks to technological advancements, education and training
are no longer limited to traditional, in-classroom jobs. And, given the uncertainty surrounding the
pandemic, these positions are likely to remain open for the foreseeable future.

You may work as an adjunct professor at a college, teaching one or two classes per semester. You
could even teach through an online school, instructing pupils without ever having to set foot in a
classroom.

Tutoring is another excellent way to assist youngsters in need. Working one-on-one or in small groups
can help students grasp and retain the information they need.

Companies require teachers and trainers as well. Whether it’s educating leaders on how new
legislation could affect their organization or helping workers understand and navigate new information
about their profession, trainers are vital to assist individuals in learning what’s new in their area.

Writing

Writing is a wonderful career option for those who value flexibility, the freedom to work from anywhere,
and the capacity to pick who they want to work for. The beautiful thing about switching to a writing job
is that you don’t need any “special” training or qualifications. All you need is a strong desire to write
and the ability to write well.
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Writers produce documents for a variety of objectives. They can entertain, inform, and even instruct.
Technical writers, for example, prepare technical documents that explain how to operate machinery or
solve a problem. Copywriters develop text that informs readers about the product and inspires them to
buy the thing.

Finance and accounting

Though changing careers in accounting and finance may necessitate further schooling and
certifications, it can be an ideal career for those who enjoy working with numbers and desire flexibility
and control over their work-life.

For example, as a bookkeeper, you could work one or two days a week assisting local businesses with
their profit and loss accounts. Alternatively, you may train to be a tax preparation and assist others in
filing their taxes in April and throughout the year. In either situation, you can choose how many clients
you want to work with, allowing you the freedom to work when and for whom you want.

Health & Medical

Like those in accounting and finance, changing careers in the medical and health fields will almost
certainly necessitate more training or substantial experience. However, if you are willing, you can train
for a different field that will allow you to have more freedom and flexibility.

A range of direct service professions is available in the medical and health area. However, it doesn’t
imply you have to work in a hospital or doctor’s office. For example, as a nurse, you could work as a
nurse manager or coordinator. You can even work remotely, coming to patients’ homes to deliver
services or electronically, providing online consultations and recommendations.

However, immediate treatment isn’t the only possibility available in the medical and health fields. You
can also work in medical coding and billing, as a medical transcriptionist or scribe, or even in the front
office organizing patient appointments.

Real Estate & Mortgage

Mortgage and real estate occupations are ideal for people of all ages looking to shift careers.

All you need to start as a real estate agent is state certification. Apart from that, no formal schooling is
required. And with the flexibility to choose how many or how few clients you take in, you are in
complete control of your schedule and workload.

In addition to real estate agents, there are other prospects for career changers in the mortgage and
real estate fields. There’s more to buying a property than just finding one you like. Appraisers and
house inspectors, for example, assist homebuyers throughout the buying process.

However, many people opt to rent rather than buy a home, which gives up more opportunities for
employment changes. Leasing brokers, for example, tour prospective tenants around their homes and
apartments. And property managers ensure sure the house, apartment, or building stays in condition
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and solve problems as they happen.
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